ACCSES CHAMPIONS CAMPAIGN
2022/2023 SIGN UP FORM
Help fund our legislative efforts and significant projects that
recognize the important role that disability service providers play!
Sign up my organization as an ACCSES Champion at the
following level:
■ D
 iamond: $50,000
Ensures resources are available to pass mission-critical legislation.
■ R
 uby: $25,000
Assists in telling our story to policy makers in Washington, so they are
well educated on the facts.
■ Emerald: $10,000
Continues to grow the ACCSES ADVOCACY CAMPAIGN base and
supports the work of ACCSES grassroots networks across the country.
■ S
 apphire: $5,000
Expands our public relations efforts to gain more public understanding
of the positive and important work of ACCSES Members.
■ Other: $_____________ Every donation helps support the cause!

As an ACCSES Champion, you are
a crucial part of our strategy for
success! For your organization
and the millions of lives benefited
by disability service providers,
2023 will be an important year.
Be a part of it. Be a Champion.
BECOME
AN

ACCSES
CHAMPIO
N
TODAY!

Organization/Company Name__________________________________
Main Contact Name___________________________________________
Telephone___________________________________________________
Email Address________________________________________________
Billing Address_______________________________________________
City____________________________ State _________ ZIP___________
* Thank you for your support. Please send payment to the address below or request
an invoice by calling ACCSES or emailing ssaar@accses.org.
* ACCSES is a 501(c)6 non-profit organization; contributions made to ACCSES
may be able to be deducted as a business expense but are not deductible as a
charitable donation.

YOUR CHAMPION DOLLARS AT WORK

For decades, ACCSES has been
the leading supportive voice in
the Nation’s capital on the issues
most important to disability service
providers. We proudly stand with
ACCSES Members in support of
inclusion, choice, and providing
services that match the needs of the
individual and allow individuals to
grow and thrive. ACCSES Members
have been an integral part of — and
force behind — the forward momentum
that has expanded opportunities
for individuals. We are proud of the
phenomenal efforts ACCSES Members have made over many years
to advance the interests of the people they serve, in employment,
in residential choice, in day habilitation, and in education, and in
amplifying the voices of those individuals. In the past two+ years of the
COVID pandemic, ACCSES Members proved once again how vital they
are to their communities — communities of which they are very much
a part. In January 2023, we welcome a new Congress, and that is yet
another chance to bring our ideas and concerns forward, to introduce
legislation, and to celebrate providers in the public sphere. Your
Champions dollars will go far in expanding the work ACCSES does.

3. C
 ontinue to use our combined resources this year and in 2023 to
influence, amend, and eliminate guidance and regulations that
serve to limit options and opportunities, for people with disabilities.
#RaiseAwarenessNow

ACCSES is targeting Champions contributions to support
these primary areas:

 ontinue to build strong relationships with Congressional members
• C
who recognize and appreciate the consequences of recent laws,
regulations, and guidance on individuals with disabilities and each
person’s right to choose from a full array of options.

1. T
 ell the story of disability service providers and their historic and
continuing role in providing services to people with disabilities.
Our plans to produce a full-blown documentary in 2020 were
backburnered during the pandemic, now their stories can be
told through a substantive campaign, that can begin this year.
Disability service providers are the foundation of the disability
service system and enlightening Washington as to all you do is
vitally important. Telling those stories through the first-hand
experiences of individuals is also a key part of our mission, and
it will take your support and engagement. #TogetherWeSoar
2. Introduce mission-critical legislation to protect and expand the
rights of every person with a disability to choose the job, home,
and setting that best meets that person’s goals, no matter what
their age or how complex their needs. #WeAreTheCommunity

4. E
 xpand our platform to include focused work in (a) aging and
dementia and (b) apprenticeships. #PrepareForTomorrow

Because of your past Champions contributions, over the past
three years ACCSES was able to:
• Prepare and introduce legislation on the definition of work and a
resolution honoring essential employees with disabilities or who
are blind.
• F
 ight for an increase in and educate on funding opportunities for
providers during COVID.
• P
 ush for changes to the WOIA guidance that has negatively affected
job referrals, a fight that continues!
 old ACCSES’s Second and Third Annual Congressional Briefings
• H
on the importance of choice in employment, day habilitation, and
residential options, to report to Congress on concerns regarding how
the Social Security asset limit is holding individuals back, and on H.
Res. 159, a Resolution to honor essential employees with disabilities.

 evelop enhanced working relationships with ODEP, WHD, CMS,
• D
HRSA, the AbilityOne Commission, and other agencies, in addition to
Congress and the White House.
 ursue collaborative opportunities with other
• P
advocacy organizations on common issues.

Help fund our legislative efforts
and significant projects that
recognize the important role that
disability service providers play!

BECOME
AN

ACCSES
CHAMPIO
N
TODAY!

